
The Kidnapped Mother in Law 
 
Adventure for a magus or two and one or two grogs. 
Setting:  Travel with a group of merchants from one town to another, with an overnight camp in between. 
This was written for a single magus and shield grog travelling toward Koblenz, but can be located pretty 
much anywhere. 
 
Synopsis: The magi travel to their new covenant with their shield grogs, in a small caravan with a cloth 
merchant and a brewer.  The cloth merchant, Heinrich, travels with his 12-year-old son, Laurenz,  a 
drover, Rolf, and several guards (Hans, Kurt, Gerhart, and Johann).  The brewer, Matthaus, and his new 
bride, Hilde, are returning to Koblenz with Hilde’s mother, Isentrud, who is elderly and riding in a wagon. 
As the group travels along the road, they stop for the night on the outskirts of a deep wood just west of 
Hersfeld.  (The group did not make good time during the day, and could not stop in Hersfeld as they 
planned.)  The group feels like they are being watched from the wood while they set up a camp and 
make dinner.  During the night, someone on a watch fell asleep, although this will not be known at first. 
In the morning, Isentrud is missing.  Matthaus and his wife want to stay to find her; the rest of the group 
wish to continue on, not wanting to lose more time.  The magi probably decide to search for the old 
woman, entering the magical wood, and discovering the heart of the forest. 
 
Prelude:  The magi and grogs can interact with the other members of the caravan along the way, if they 
wish, or when they stop for the night on the side of the road. 
Heinrich is friendly, but worried about the delay, and keeping his wares safe.  He tends to bark orders to 
the guards, ignore Laurenz, and chastise Rolf for the delays. 
Laurenz is adventure-some and curious, but fiercely loyal to his father. He will likely walk back and forth 
along the caravan to talk to anyone who will listen.  He will likely end up walking next to Matthaus’ wagon 
swapping stories with Isentrud. 
Rolf is dour and quiet, loyal to Heinrich, but annoyed with the delays which were not his fault.  (He can’t 
make the weather and muddy road cooperate.)  He is focused on driving and getting his wagon where 
Heinrich wants to go. 
Matthaus is friendly and loyal to his wife.  He is looking forward to bringing his new family to his home in 
Koblenz where his brother and nephew are minding the brewery. 
Hilde is shy and retiring and loyal to Matthaus and Isentrud.  She is nervous about this trip, as she has 
never travelled this far from home.  She will check on Isentrud frequently, and fuss over the old woman. 
Isentrud is frail and in failing health, but her eyes and mind are quick and bright.  She enjoys telling 
stories, even fanciful ones, and she sometimes compares Matthaus to a prince who has rescued her 
daughter.  She gets a little impatient with people fussing over her. 
The guards are focused on their job, brave, and loyal to Heinrich.  They have worked for the cloth 
merchant for several years. 
 

● Scene 1:  The missing mother-in-law.  When everyone wakes up the next morning, it is clear that 
Isentrud has disappeared.  The magi must decide whether or not to help the Brewer’s family. 
They can question those who were on watch, but must do so quickly, as the rest of the group 
plans to move on quickly.  The merchant claims that no one in his group has been harmed nor 
has he lost any merchandise, so he wishes to move on soon.  If the guard who fell asleep, 
Gerhart, can be identified, he may be able to be convinced to stay behind and help.  He won’t get 
paid by the merchant in this case.  If questioned, Gerhart says that he heard someone singing in 



the wood, and the next thing he knew he was waking up; not much time had passed, since the 
fire had not burned very far, but he saw nothing.  Treat Gerhart as the Specialist from page 21 of 
ArM Core. 

○ Determine who fell asleep:  InMe10: Sight of the Transparent Motive 
○ Convince Gerhart to help look:  Com + (Leadership/Bargain/Charm) + simple die vs 

simple die -1 (Gerhart’s Presence). 
 
 

● Scene 2:  The search begins.  There are no apparent tracks from Isentrud or her abductors, 
although a search will reveal a part of her dress snagged on a branch.  Matthaus and Hilde will 
stay with their wagon on the edge of the forest; they don’t want to lose their possessions as well 
as a relative.  If Gerhart sees a magus cast a spell, make a roll to determine whether or not he 
stays (simple die -1 Int +2 Loyal of 6+).  Matthaus and Hilde may also need to be convinced that 
magic is okay (simple die of 6+) or they might seek out a priest/authorities in Hersfeld.  (Ease 
Factors are 6+ assuming the magi and their grogs have been helpful and kind.  Someone with the 
Gentle Gift would be 3+; Blatant Gift would be 9+.)  The outskirts of the wood have a magic aura 
of 1. 

○ InCo Level 20: Inexorable Search 
○ InCo Level 15: Inexorable Search, with duration Momentary 
○ MuCo Level 5: Nose of the Hound (As Eyes of the Cat) will allow someone to track using 

scent. 
 
 

● Scene 3: The guardian at the hedge.  A dense hedge blocks the way forward, and a wild boar is 
snuffling at the roots.  When the magi and company come close, the boar will turn toward them 
with gleaming eyes.  It won’t attack unless they try anything (with the hedge, including going 
through the hidden gap.  At the root of the hedge where the boar was snuffling is a bit of fungus 
worth 1 pawn Terram vis.  If Gerhart is with the group, he will help fight the boar. If he is not there, 
but the fight is going badly, he can jump in later, having felt guilty about his lapse and followed the 
group. 

○ Wild Boar:  Brawl 5; goes Berserk after taking a wound on a roll of 6+ 
Init: +1; Atk: +10; Def: +9; Dam: +7;  When Berserk:  Init +1; Atk: +12; Def: +7; Dam: +7 
Soak +7 
Fatigue: OK 0/0 -2/-2 -4/-4 Unconscious 
Wounds: -1 (1-5), -3 (6-10), -5 (11-15), Inc (16-20), Dead (21+) 

○ Spells to stop the boar: 
■ ReAn spells (pg 120) 
■ Inflict a light wound: PeAn10 (Base 5, +1 Touch)  Heavier wounds for additional 

magnitudes 
■ Weaken the tusks so damage is halved: PeAn10 (Base 5, +1 Touch) 
■ Cause pain (no damage) or lose one fatigue level: PeAn5 (Base 4, +1 Touch) 
■ Levitate: ReAn10: like rise of the feathery body 

○ Getting through the hedge requires finding the hidden gap:  Perception + Awareness of 
12+.  Add 1 if a tracking spell is in effect.  The hedge is magical, with a might score of 10, 
and the ability to quickly heal itself from mundane cuts.  Possible useful spells: 

■ Levitate/Fly over the hedge:  ReCo10:  Rise of the Feathery Body 



■ Dig under/slither through the hedge:  MuCo(An)20: turn an individual into a land 
animal (Base 10, +1 Touch, +1 Concentration; requires a concentration roll), or 
turn self into a land animal (Base 10, +2 Sun; requires a component to end the 
spell early) 

■ Shrink self two sizes to wriggle through:  MuCo5:  Shrink Self (Base 3, +2 Sun) or 
MuCo10: Shrink Other (Base 3, +1 Touch, +2 Sun) 

■ Open a hole in the hedge:  ReHe10 (Base 4, +1 Touch, +1 Conc), requires 
Penetration total of 10 to overcome the magic resistance of the hedge. 

■ Make the hedge pliable: MuHe5 (Base 3, +1 Touch, +1 Concentration) requires a 
Penetration total of 10. 

■ Destroy part of the hedge: PeHe10 (Base 5, +1 Touch), requires a penetration 
total of 10. 

 
 

● Scene 4:  In the Heart of the Wood.  Beyond the hedge, the forest is a little bit lighter, as a 
massive tree has fallen over in the last year or two, taking with it several smaller trees.  The result 
is a fairly open glade with a large fallen tree through the middle.  Parts of the tree still survive, but 
most of the exposed roots of the fallen tree are visible at one end.  Isentrud sits on a section of 
the roots, mostly obscured by the other roots around her, with her eyes closed.  A crow sits on a 
nearby branch.  When she realizes the magi are there, Isentrud will welcome them, and ask what 
they want.  The crow will watch the group carefully.  Isentrud tells the magi that she has been 
sharing stories with the Herzbaum (Heart Tree), and comforting it as it dies.  She will tell the magi 
that she would like to stay here and care for the tree and the woods.  Her daughter no longer 
needs her since she married Matthaus, and she would only be a burden.  Here, she can again 
have a purpose.  If the magi attempt to bring her back forcefully, the crow will fly off with a 
mournful cry, but neither the crow, the wood, nor Isentrud will fight back.  The hedge will not hold 
people in or out, and eventually the forest spirit will either die or be replaced by something darker. 
If Isentrud is allowed to stay, she tells the crow that she is ready, and she will turn into a sturdy 
sapling at the roots of the great tree; flowers will bloom, and the glade appear brighter as the aura 
increases.  The crow will fly off, dropping a feather at the feet of the magi; the feather contains 
two pawns of Intellego vis.  The glade has a magic aura of 2, which will increase to 3 if Isentrud is 
allowed to stay. 

 
 

● Scene 5:  Returning to Matthaus and Hilde.  If Isentrud is with the magus, the Brewer and his wife 
are very happy to see her, and continue their journey.  Isentrud has a new sense of melancholy 
about her, and several wildflowers on the edge of the wood wither and die as the magic aura 
disappears.  If Isentrud has stayed behind, the magi will need to come up with a plausible story 
for what has happened.  Hilde will be distraught.  Depending on how the magi have treated the 
Brewer and the others earlier, Matthaus and Hilde may go to the authorities or clergy.  If the magi 
tell Hilde that her mother has died, she will want to bring the body back for burial, or to see the 
grave.  Some mentem magic may be helpful here  (Recollection of  Memories Never Quite Lived, 
MuMe5 has duration Moon, modified from page 149).  Alternatively, the magi can create a corpse 
(CrCo15 base 5, +1 touch, +1 diameter) to briefly show the grieving relatives. 

 
 



● Consequences and Follow-Up: 
○ If Isentrud stayed in the wood, the magi have an ally in the Rabenwald and possibly a vis 

source or two. 
○ If Isentrud does not stay in the wood, then the Rabenwald becomes a mundane wood or 

can be taken over by a more malevolent spirit for further development. 
○ If the magus and the Brewer part on good terms, then Matthaus can be developed into a 

companion or contact in Koblenz. 
○ If the magus and the Brewer are not on friendly terms, then there may be future difficulties 

in Koblenz with the clergy or mundane authorities. 
 
 

● Scaling the adventure:  If more magi participate of the company is more skilled, give the boar a 
magic might score, and possibly an ability similar to Tangle of Wood and Thorns (ReHe15) which 
makes roots under the soil burst forth to hold an enemy.  The hedge could have a might higher 
than 10, and thorns, possibly with some sort of toxin, making squeezing through very difficult. 

 
 

● Suggested Experience:  5 points 


